6 ways to help your
fleet maintenance with
telematics

What is Telematics?
Telematics is a tracking system that generates vehicles data that aids fleet
owners and managers manage fleet operations effectively. It integrates:

Location
technology

Wireless
communications

Electronics installed
in the vehicle.

A fleet telematics system collects data through Global Positioning
System (GPS) technology, sensors, and onboard devices.

What is Telematics?
1
Fuel
Efficiency

Speeding and excessive idling are frequent
habits that drain fuel fast, while detours add
extra distance and contribute additional costs
on fuel and wear of mechanical issues. With
proper control, you are set to save your
organization costs in a big way by lowering
fleet maintenance costs.
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Your fleet requires regular maintenance and
servicing for optimum performance based on
mileage. Moreover, your tracking systems will
alert on due servicing through routine
inspection after successful trips and miles.

Preventive
Maintenance

3
Safety

Having a proper fleet management system in
place enables you to monitor your driver's
activities and driving habits carefully and use
this information to make recommendations.
You can use such reports to develop driving
guidelines for your drivers for compliance.
Additionally, the reports form the basis for
developing training programs for your drivers.

Installed vehicle sensors and tracking devices
provide real-time alerts on engine problems
and relays information to routine centers.
Alerts offer a diagnosis of malfunctions and
when the vehicle is due for service. You will
find these reports significant in planning for
disposals and replacements of your fleet.
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4
Vehicle Diagnostics
and Performance

You get transparent and accurate
communication between the driver, fleet
manager, and customer from the system,
which eases the burden of customer
dissatisfaction.

Compliance
Data generated through alerts provide you
with instant response measures to make a
decision. Through alerts, you can take quick
actions to prevent further damage to your
vehicle or stop an out-of-schedule diversion.
You can take immediate corrective action on
driver behavior or any other risks.

6
Realtime
Data

As technology advances, so are fleet management
technologies. More intelligent tools are making their way into
vehicle tracking and management, including robotics,
self-driving cars, sensors, cameras, GPS tracking, and more.
The innovations in the telecommunication industry present
more incredible network speeds for faster response times.

If you wanna learn more about this
and want to check our FREE GPS
tracking system demo

CLICK HERE

